
THE BEGINNING OF WORLD WAR TWO ESSAY

(World War 2) General Eisenhower reflecting upon the world war II, and acknowledging it as a pertinent event in the
history of the United States of America.

German, [] Italian, [] [] and French economies recovered. The peace treaty also disappointed two of the
victors, Italy and Japan. After the war, the German economy crumbled, the nation was divided and the
government was defeated soundly. While British soldiers were sent to the Continent, there were no big battles
fought between two sides. Allen, World War II  By June , the Soviet Union moved its soldiers into the Baltic
states and took them, [39] followed by Bessarabia in Romania. After consolidating the beachhead, the Allies
broke out, routing the German defenders and sweeping across France. To the west, the British were driven out
of Burma and back to the Indian frontier. Because Germany had lost the war, the treaty was very harsh against
Germany. The allied western forces would eventually meet up with the Soviets at the Elbe river on April 25, 
Some say it was simply a continuation of the First World War that had theoretically ended in  How women
would be looked at would be changed forever. He was still determined, however, to ignore the diplomatic
efforts of the western powers to restrain him. WWII began far before the invasion of Poland. In , he annexed
Austria and bullied Britain and France into allowing him to take the Sudetenland region of Czechoslovakia.
The Germans were desperate for someone to turn around their economy and restore their national pride. Navy
first developed plans in preparation for a naval war with Japan in  After defeating the Norwegians, the war
moved back to the Continent. The United States of America U. General histories of the war, which examine
the war's origins, military history, and consequences, include John Keegan, The Second World War ; C. In
response, Great Britain and France declared war on Germany on September 3, at am and at pm, respectively.
When the League of Nations did nothing to stop him, Hitler became bolder and took over Czechoslovakia in 
The United States remained neutral but started to help the Allies. The war also ushered in the atomic age and
was quickly followed by the collapse of the wartime alliance between the United States and the Soviet Union
and the beginning of the Cold War. With the accelerating of globalization, more and more women immigrant
to other countries. The British and French politicians followed a policy that gave Hitler the conditions to
reinforce his position within European countries, but also gave the Germans time to rearm, being able to
reoccupy Rhineland and after that launch the Blitzkrieg Lightning War against major part of Europe.
Competing ideologies further fanned the flames of international tension. From what I saw, people who valued
the land as part of success in life thought that their mindset was predominant. So the Anschluss was the
unification with Austria and then you have the Germans taking over the of Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia and
this is kind of the famous, you know, the rest of the, what will be called the Allied Powers kind of say, "Okay,
yeah, okay maybe Hitler's just going to just do that The fight on Guadalcanal began in September and
involved a lot of troops and ships from both sides. Moving north, Allied forces captured Sicily in August ,
leading to the fall of Mussolini's regime. They were not members of the League of Nations. Hitler intended to
invade Poland anyway, but first he had to neutralize the possibility that the Soviet Union would resist the
invasion of its western neighbour. The Soviets also took some parts of Poland [99] [] [] and Finland, [] as well
as three Baltic countries. Wartime transformations in women's lives are examined in Susan M. China is
embroiled in a civil war. Jobs U. People were starving and the government was in chaos.


